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INTRODUCTION
& OVERVIEW
2019 will probably go down as the year of ‘repeated’ uncertainty. The UK political stalemate, trade wars and
unexpected Twitter policy announcements saw worldwide deal value and volumes down significantly in the first
nine months of the year. In the UK, deal volumes were subdued but supported by international buyers making the
most of the ‘favourable’ exchange rates.
By the end of the year, global values had regained their
position and 2019 ended up as the third highest year and
fourth strongest in transaction volume for a decade. In the
UK transactions tailed off from the summer onwards, but
remained more resilient in the South West.
In stark contrast to previous periods of economic and
financial uncertainty (for those old enough to remember),
the availability of funding (both equity and traditional debt,
and an increasing amount of Alternative Finance) remained
high, with credit limitations being mainly targeted at higher
risk areas such as physical retail. With official interest
rates continuing to be low by historical standards, this
combination of availability and ‘low’ cost enabled many
transactions to complete which ten years ago would just
not have been possible.
Divergence continued between quality and ‘also-ran’
assets, with the former able to command strong pricing,
often aided by competition between trade and within
private equity, and the latter suffering from a lack of
interest due to future uncertainty. This has, perhaps, given
some entrepreneurs a misleading view on value as the
majority of completed transactions were at the top end
of the historical value range, but these of course exclude
those lower quality ‘hoped-for’ deals that did not complete.
Transaction structures tended to vary by the type of
buyer with SME deals often including more earn-out
and deferred elements to try and manage the uncertain
future performance risk; conversely private equity buyers

Welcome to the 2019 edition of the South West Corporate
Finance Review. As in previous years, the Review analyses
deals which have been announced in the last 12 months
involving a company based in the South West of England,
be that raising finance, or as a buyer or an acquisition
target. The Review is based on data held on the MarketIQ
deals database, including our own research and from
adviser contributed data. Legal advisers and funders based
in the region have offered their views on how the deal
landscape in 2019 aligned with their expectations. As well
as looking back over what proved to be an eventful year in
political and economic terms, we can read the views of the
South West dealmakers on what the prospects are for the
year ahead.

appeared keener to settle for a slightly lower price
but deploy funds from the outset therefore avoiding
the potential issues and disputes from more complex
structures and long earn-outs.
Looking ahead, the clear majority result of the UK
General Election has created a “Boris bounce” resulting
in improved market and political stability. While Brexit
risk and implications still loom large and may reappear
more strongly later in the year, many advisers and funders
currently appear optimistic in their views that the market
will move from Bear to Bull.
While the potential risk to Entrepreneurs’ Relief has
increased again, the staggering amount of cash on many
large corporate balance sheets and investors ongoing
hunt for yield will continue to underpin a large volumes of
transactions.
So will 2020 herald an end to uncertainty? Certainly not!
But on balance the picture appears significantly more
positive than negative.

ANDREW KILLICK
HEAD OF CORPORATE FINANCE
PKF FRANCIS CLARK

Further information on the methodology used to create
the Review can be found on page 7, and details on deal
trends across the whole of the UK can be found here:
www.experian.co.uk/marketiq/latest-reports.html

MICHAEL JENKINS
ACCOUNT MANAGER
EXPERIAN

I trust you find this Review useful and informative, and
would once again like to thank the dealmakers in the South
West for their co-operation in making this Review possible.
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A N A LY S I S O F S O U T H W E S T

TRANSACTIONS
DEAL VOLUMES - COMPANIES
Deal volumes in the region fell marginally for the third year
in a row, down around 3% in 2018. However, deal volumes
are still high compared to the last ten years reflecting a
strong transactional market in the South West. Given the
political uncertainty this is testament to the quality of the
businesses in the region.
It is important to emphasise that these deals are tracking
transactions where either the buyer or the seller is based
in the South West. Many of the regional professionals
remain very busy reflecting the change to the type of work
undertaken, with a high proportion of transactional work out
of the region.
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The deal volumes in the South West by month are
remarkably similar to 2018. There are small peaks in deal
activity around March and June before a marginal tail
off in the second half of the year possibly as a result of
heightened political uncertainty.
Many of the professional advisers quoted in the document
point to the number of international buyers with the weak
sterling and stable regulatory environment still making the
UK an attractive place to invest.

Deal volumes UK v South West
8,000

As in previous years we expect the numbers to be boosted
by late filings (which would also partially correct the sharp
decrease shown in the December volumes). Based on
previous years, this adds circa 1% to 4% to overall volumes,
so the picture is steady deal volumes in the South West
in 2019 and proactivity by some advisers suggesting and
creating deals rather than merely processing them.

The UK transactional deal volumes by month shows a very
clear tail off in transactions in the second half of 2019 as
political uncertainty clearly impacted on the number of
transactions. The national drop off is markedly stronger
than the South West deal numbers demonstrating more
resilience to the turbulence emanating out of Westminster.
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DEAL TYPE ANALYSIS
DEAL VOLUMES BY TYPE - SOUTH WEST & UK

Acquisitions and disposals

Buy out/in

Development capital

Rights issues/other issues

Other

Totals

Region

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Change 18 v 19

SW

384

404

425

389

378

-3%

UK

3,803

4,105

4,006

4,014

3,512

-13%

SW

53

71

35

48

40

-17%

UK

571

605

497

600

553

-8%

SW

90

101

63

60

67

12%

UK

991

1,235

1,131

1,297

1,298

0%

SW

25

18

25

15

21

40%

UK

875

778

1,088

1,240

925

-25%

SW

24

18

18

22

12

-45%

UK

464

433

366

311

217

-30%

SW

576

612

566

534

518

-3%

UK

6,704

7,156

7,088

7,462

6,505

-13%

Overall, deal volumes remain dominated by acquisitions
and disposals representing nearly three quarters of
recorded transactions in the region and the small fall in
these mirrored the overall picture in both the South West
and the UK.
The volumes of buy out/in deals was lower than 2018 but
in line with a three year average for the deal type. While
still a relatively small number in overall terms, MBOs in the
South West remain a key means of succession planning
where a suitable trade buyer cannot be found often due to
geographical or shareholder restrictions.

DEAL VALUES
There were three deals in the region with values
in excess of £1 billion. Advent Private Equity’s
announcement of its acquisition of Cobham
plc for £4bn, Blackstone’s acquisition of Merlin
Entertainment and a student accommodation deal
involving Unite Group plc acquiring Living Liberty
Group.
The value of three quarters of the deals in the region
remains confidential. Of the 141 deals where the
value was disclosed, 87 where less than £10m, 43
between £10m and £100m and 11 over £100m. The
only deal category to see falls in numbers was over
£100m in value with a fall from 18 to 11.
The average value of deals disclosed is marginally
down on the previous year but a significantly lower
fall than seen across the UK as a whole.

Two areas of deal growth for the South West were
development capital and rights issues. Normally an area
in which the South West has lagged the national picture it
is pleasing to see that local businesses are raising funds
in this way to finance growth. There is still considerable
growth potential in the South West for this type of funding
as the percentage of deals in this area is half of the national
average (17% of all deals in the SW compared to 35%
nationally).

Disclosed deal values (£bn)
UK v South West
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REVIEW OF FINANCIAL ADVISERS TRANSACTIONAL ACTIVITY
The table opposite shows the deal volumes for
transactions involving a South West company for those
financial advisers and accountants with a presence in
the region.

DEAL VOLUMES BY FINANCIAL ADVISER/ACCOUNTANT

The advisers most active in the region have seen either
steady or falling deal numbers which is most likely a
reflection of the length of time deals are taking to deliver
rather than lower activity in the sector. Hazlewoods were
top for the second year with 34 deals including 23 deals
for a single acquirer in the veterinary sector.
The region continued to see an array of different
deal types, however very few advisers demonstrated
transactions across all deal areas. Exceptions were BDO,
Deloitte and PKF Francis Clark who displayed a broad
range of expertise.

Firm

2019

2018

10 years

BDO

10

14

114

Bishop Fleming

13

16

130

Crowe UK

3

-

3

Deloitte

3

6

62

EY

7

6

64

FRP Advisory

6

5

17

Grant Thornton

15

17

125

Hazlewoods

34

66

229

Isca Ventures

2

6

51

KPMG

11

12

134

Mazars

3

8

30

Momentum

2

2

27

PKF Francis Clark

28

34

335

PwC

4

5

63

RSM

12

12

133

Shaw & Co

2

2

7

Thompson Jenner

2

-

9

WH Ireland

3

-

30

The mix of experience across the region can be emphasised by an analysis of deal types by financial advisers/accountants, as below.
DEAL VOLUMES - BY DEAL TYPE FOR LAST TEN YEARS - FINANCIAL ADVISERS/ACCOUNTANTS
Firm

Acq/
sales

Dev.
capital

Flotation

Investor
buy outs

MBO/
MBI

Mergers

Right/other
issues

Share
buy back

Other

Total

BDO

79

5

2

7

15

1

3

2

-

114

Bishop Fleming

96

11

-

1

20

-

1

-

1

130

Crowe UK

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

Deloitte

34

2

1

4

16

2

2

-

1

62

EY

50

2

1

3

5

-

-

-

3

64

FRP Advisory

13

-

-

1

3

-

-

-

-

17

Grant Thornton

100

5

-

6

9

1

3

1

-

125

Hazlewoods

214

3

1

3

7

-

-

1

-

229

Isca Ventures

21

8

-

1

20

-

-

-

1

51

KPMG

98

8

2

15

9

2

-

-

-

134

Mazars

26

1

1

-

2

-

-

-

-

30

Momentum

18

-

-

-

9

-

-

-

-

27

203

64

-

3

39

5

7

4

10

335

PwC

43

6

-

7

6

-

-

1

-

63

RSM

88

11

3

4

23

-

2

1

1

133

Shaw & Co

6

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

Thompson Jenner

9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

WH Ireland

10

-

3

1

-

-

1

15

-

30

PKF Francis Clark

Note: We have combined the Experian categories of accountants and financial advisers for the above tables as some firms were split across both categories.
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ANALYSIS OF SOUTH WEST TRANSACTIONS

N OT E S O N

Q UA L I F I C AT I O N
CRITERIA
THE FIGURES IN THIS PUBLICATION ARE FROM EXPERIAN’S MARKETIQ DATABASE
AND ARE BASED ON MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS (M&A) AND EQUITY CAPITAL MARKET
(ECM) TRANSACTIONS ANNOUNCED BETWEEN THE DATES OF 1 JANUARY 2019 AND
31 DECEMBER 2019.
Inclusion criteria
 he minimum deal value for inclusion is £500,000. Value
T
figures are based on disclosed considerations.

The
analysis is based on deals involving a company that is
located in the South West (including Bristol) being Cornwall,
Devon, Somerset, Gloucester, Dorset and Wiltshire. Deals
are attributed to regions based on the address of the target
or bidder companies as registered at Companies House.
Should a company’s principal place of business differ from
its registered location, we will also attribute the deal to the
region of its principal trading address.
 he database does not track the acquisition of brands,
T
assets or titles where no associated infrastructure is
exchanged; land, oil and gas fields; individual assets (such
as aeroplanes and oil rigs); undeveloped mines; distribution
rights; mining licences; property that is currently under
construction; shareholdings in Private Finance Initiative (PFI)
projects; credit card or loan portfolios. Other exclusions
include the issue of bonds or notes, except as part of
another transaction e.g. in order to raise funds to effect an
acquisition; joint ventures where no new entity is created,
e.g. production sharing contracts; inter-company loans.


This
publication was compiled in January 2020. As in most
years, some of the deals that completed in November
and December 2019 have yet to be advised to MarketIQ.
Historically, this has added between 1% and 4% to deal
volumes and is therefore unlikely to materially change the
transaction data in this review.

Experian
believes that the information it provides was
obtained from reliable sources, but does not guarantee
its accuracy. Due to the fact that records are updated
daily, transaction data and league table rankings may vary
between publications.
For further information on Experian league tables, inclusion
criteria, deal submissions or quarterly updates, please
contact:

Jane Turner

RESEARCH MANAGER, EXPERIAN
+44 (0)7527 462089

jane.turner@experian.com


League
tables are based on the volume of legal or
financial advisory services provided to the target, bidder,
vendor, debt or equity provider, shareholders, directors,
management or other parties to a deal. League tables
exclude rumoured, cancelled, withdrawn or lapsed deals.
Inclusion in the tables is based on the firm having a
presence in the South West (as defined above) and also
based on volume of deals enacted over the last ten years.

QUALIFICATION CRITERIA
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VIEW FROM THE

FUNDERS
DEBT MARKET
Debt funded deals in the South West increased marginally
to 57 deals in 2019 compared to 41 and 47 in 2018 and
2017. These figures are still far short of the 101 deals in 2016
demonstrating that while debt funding is available to quality
businesses, the criteria must be met for the funding to
become available.
The local debt market is dominated by HSBC who made
nearly a quarter of all deals recorded. Again we highlight the
figures must be treated with caution as it is not possible to
know the total number of transactional debt funded, but the
statistics are borne out by the anecdotal evidence of a steady
year for debt which given the uncertainty is no surprise.

PA U L C R O C K E R
CORPORATE FINANCE PARTNER
PKF FRANCIS CLARK

“From a transactional perspective, 2019 was a year in
which funding decisions were undoubtedly influenced by
political and economic uncertainty. Delays in the Brexit
process and the prospect of a change in Government and
or policy impacted on investment decisions, strategic plans
and ultimately lending appetite. Against this challenging
backdrop the underlying trend in the number of debt
funded transactions was encouraging, demonstrating
the resilience of both South West businesses and the
confidence of funders to lend their support.
The 2020 positive outlook from the regional heads across
the banking market, and the growing prevalence of the
alternative funders in transactions, provides me with
tangible evidence on which to base my optimistic outlook
for the region’s economy in the year ahead.”

DEAL VOLUMES BY DEBT FUNDER*
2019

2018

10 years

Barclays

Bank

1

7

48

Clydesdale

3

-

14

Deutsche Bank

1

-

6

HSBC

12

8

86

Leumi

2

2

7

Lloyds

4

5

100

RBS/NatWest

5

5

82

Santander

1

8

50

Shawbrook

1

-

1

*At lower deal numbers selection is driven by past involvement in the Review
and active involvement in the South West.

GROWTH OF THE CONSCIENTIOUS CONSUMER

WHILE THE MAIN HIGH STREET LENDERS ARE
CRITICAL TO THE ECONOMY, ALTERNATIVE
LENDERS ARE PROVIDING OTHER OPTIONS TO
COMPANIES LOOKING TO RAISE FUNDING FOR
TRANSACTIONS
Alison Whistance, ThinCats;

"With Brexit now confirmed for 31st January 2020 and
Boris Johnson winning a majority vote, a lot of UK
companies will be focused on getting ‘back to business’.
The political uncertainty has caused a lot of distraction
and turbulence over recent years and whilst there are
many unanswered questions and some uncertainty
will still remain, ThinCats continue to have appetite
to support businesses growth ambitions. With the
traditional lenders remaining cautious in their approach
to acquisitions, MBOs and cashflow lending we expect
2020 to be an even busier year for alternative lenders.
ThinCats provides loans from £1m-£15m to mid-sized
businesses providing both asset backed and cashflow
lending with a focus on Corporate Finance transactions."

Howard Noye, Barclays;

"Looking further ahead into 2020, it’s likely that consumer
confidence will remain muted, and so retail spend will
continue to plateau. However, there are a number of
non-market factors that mean the year ahead is unlikely to
be all doom and gloom for UK business. As well as some
settling in political stability following the general election,
the growing influence of sustainability on consumers
seems to be heralding in a new set of opportunities
for UK businesses. The growth of the ‘conscientious
consumer’ means that a greener approach will be key
to securing market share in 2020, and, whilst this may
pose a challenge to established business practices, it also
provides a clear opportunity to stand out in an increasingly
competitive environment."
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INTERNATIONAL GROWTH IS KEY FOR 2020
Peter Abel, Santander;

"We are heading into 2020 with a strong and established
client base with many of these considering further growth
and exit plans in the year, although this remains with a
degree of caution given there is still no clear view of the
potential economic impact after the political uncertainty
through 2019. Following the recent release of our
International Trade Barometer survey we are continuing to
seek to support both existing clients and prospects with
their international growth plans through 2020."

VIEW FROM THE FUNDERS - DEBT

VIEW FROM THE

FUNDERS
EQUITY MARKET
AN UPLIFT IN OVERALL CONFIDENCE AND
RESULTANT TRANSACTION FLOWS
James Jordan, HSBC;

"We have seen a continued buoyant level of deal activity
across the South West throughout 2019 particularly in the
Mid-Market space. Undoubtedly, uncertainty around Brexit
and the political environment led to some stagnation in deal
flow, acting as a catalyst to M&A activity in the run-up to
the second half of the year, and equally slowing the market
as potential uncertainty took hold towards the December
election. Exchange rate volatility and a weak pound have
also played a role, albeit in continuing to make inward
investment attractive for overseas companies coming into
the UK. The future outlook for 2020 looks positive, with the
election result leading to an important boost in confidence
across the economy. Fading uncertainty could potentially
also lead to a much needed bounce in consumer
confidence with more likely consideration being given to
buying big ticket items. We also anticipate a much needed
boost in exchange rates, given the relatively positive market
view that an orderly Brexit will likely provide. In summary
we look to be moving into a far more certain market place,
which is likely to see an uplift in overall confidence and
resultant transaction flows."

THE REMOVAL OF SOME OF THE UNCERTAINTY
THAT WAS PREVALENT IN 2019 WILL DRIVE
GREATER ACTIVITY
Nigel Powlesland, NatWest;

"2019 has been another busy year for NatWest despite the
uncertainty over the last three years weighing on business
confidence. A great many of the businesses we talk with
have managed this uncertainty well and it is a credit to
the quality of those businesses located in the South West.
Regardless of your political persuasion the emphatic result
of the recent general election does remove at least some
of those uncertainties when looking forward to 2020. That
should provide a greater degree of confidence and in turn
more investment and general business activity."

Private equity funded deals in the region grew for the first time
in two years to 114 equity funded deals compared to 106 deals
in the past two years. The proportion of equity funded deals in
the South West is circa 22% of all deals with value over £500k.
BGF was joined as the most active private equity funder by the
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Investment Funds at four deals each.
Other than a handful of PE houses involved in two transactions,
there were 87 deals which were funded by a PE house that
was involved in only one deal in the region. This emphasises
both the number and highly specific criteria of private equity
investors in the mid-market sector.

PA U L S T O U T
CORPORATE FINANCE PARTNER
PKF FRANCIS CLARK

"With 98 PE funders undertaking a transaction in the region
the key is to ensure that the funding opportunity matches
the source of funds. Low interest rates continue to push
investors to private equity in search of higher returns
meaning there is a significant amount of capital available.
This, together with the back drop of a better understanding
of the economic and geopolitical outlook than this time last
year, means it should be an active year for private equity
firms. However, private equity firms continue to operate in a
crowded market and the pressure to deploy funds will drive
pricing and differentiation. Consequently, for management
teams, the private equity landscape is complex and
choosing an investment partner requires experienced
advice."

THE REDUCTION IN UNCERTAINTY IS LIKELY TO
INCREASE THE APPETITE FOR PRIVATE EQUITY TO
FUND TRANSACTIONS

Paul Collings, Lloyds;

Ned Dorbin, BGF;

"Despite political and economic uncertainty testing
business resilience in recent months, our latest Business
Barometer revealed that South West firms’ confidence
in their own business prospects remains on the up. We
expect this to continue to improve with greater clarity in
the near future, and we’ve continued our lending pledge
of £1.5bn to businesses across the region in 2020."

"The outlook is now much more positive for most SMEs
because we finally have certainty. There will be increased
public investment, which helps drive economic growth
and provides opportunities for companies delivering
capital projects and services. Of course, there will be lots
of change ahead in the UK but with this comes plenty of
opportunity for entrepreneurial businesses."

VIEW FROM THE FUNDERS - DEBT/EQUITY
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DEAL VOLUMES BY EQUITY PROVIDER
Firm

2019

2018

10 Years

August Equity

2

-

9

Blackstone

2

-

6

Business Growth Fund

4

9

30

Committed Capital

2

-

4

Cornwall and Scilly Investment

4

-

4

Crowdcube Ventures

2

-

8

Episode 1 Ventures

3

1

4

THIS OPTIMISM IS INFECTIOUS WITHIN THE
PRIVATE EQUITY COMMUNITY
Luke Matthews, Maven;

Foresight Group

1

1

5

Goldman Sachs

2

-

13

LDC

1

7

17

"The obvious lessening of some economic and political
uncertainty, combined with a healthy level of equity
capital in the market needing deployment, means that we
anticipate a strong year for deals in the South West. The
balance of owners looking to de-risk rather than invest for
growth appears to be shifting back to normal levels, more
in favour of the latter, and we would expect to continue to
see appetite from overseas buyers for target companies of
scale. One dynamic it will be interesting to see is whether
the continued growth of non-traditional lenders actually
competes with or facilitates equity investment in the region."

Livingbridge

1

4

8

Rowen Grobler, Mobeus;

Mercia Fund Management

1

-

5

Phoenix Equity

2

1

6

Seed Partners

2

-

2

The FSE Group

3

-

3

"2019 was characterised by a number of businesses being
rushed to market, in deals that as a result ultimately failed
to find an investor. In contrast, in 2020 we have seen a
number of well-formed opportunities that we have a high
degree of confidence will translate into completed deals in
the South West. Yes there are clearly some unique, one off
risks to navigate in 2020, but we are confident on the long
term prospects of the South West and our enthusiasm for
investing in the region remains undimmed."

THERE ARE STILL HEADWINDS BUT THE DEMAND
IS THERE
David Rolfe, NVM;

"Good solid businesses will still gain real interest from
multiple parties, be that trade or PE. With a working
majority in parliament this should bring clarity and end the
uncertainty which must be a net positive for the country
and therefore the deals market. One big factor will be the
next budget and let’s hope any change is sensible, still
provides a good transaction rationale for vendors and
doesn’t stifle the entrepreneurial spirit it was designed to
encourage. Looking forward, software continues to eat
everything and it seems every company is becoming a
tech company. Be it EdTech, FinTech, InsureTech or even
FoodTech. So technology will continue to be hot and it
accounted for nearly one in four Private Equity deals in
2019. That said good solid sectors like business services
where the fundamentals of a quality business don’t
really change will still be of interest. This includes assets
which can demonstrate strong growth driven by top tier
management teams generating good quality revenue
streams."

CERTAINTY ON EU RELATIONSHIP REQUIRED
Stefan Gunn, LDC;

“Management teams need certainty on the business
environment and the terms of our relationship with the
EU moving forward. Whilst the uncertain economic and
political backdrop has weighed heavily on the minds
of management teams across the UK during 2019, we
have been impressed with their resilience and ambition
throughout. We believe that the new government will put
the UK’s vibrant SME sector front-and-centre in its business
and trade policy.”
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THERE IS GREATER OPPORTUNITY THIS YEAR
Jamie Roberts, YFM;

"The ongoing discussions around changes to entrepreneurs'
relief will continue to see owners looking at exit opportunities.
The pipeline for our new Growth Capital investments
continues to be really strong. Our recruitment drive will
have doubled our investment team in the last 18 months
which reflects our positive view on the short - medium term
opportunities for small businesses in the UK."

DRIVING DEAL VOLUMES IN CORNWALL
Ralph Singleton, Cornwall and Isle of Scilly
Investment Fund;

"We have had a busy 2019 with four equity transactions
into the Cornish business community as part of deploying
a total of £40m over five years. CIOSIF has also been
successful in finding additional matched investment
of over £2m in these companies, an important part of
our investment policy, from a range of angel investors,
corporate investors, crowdfunding platforms and other
private equity investment businesses thus providing even
more support for the Cornish economy. We are seeking
to support those business that can demonstrate this
potential by providing them with additional funding and
board advice. We expect to increase investment in 2020
and already have a good pipeline which suggests that
Cornish entrepreneurs want to take this opportunity to
help drive innovation and success whilst partnering with a
local investor who understands some of the geographical
and resourcing challenges that can be encountered in
Cornwall."

VIEW FROM THE FUNDERS - EQUITY

VIEW FROM THE

LAWYERS
The comments from many of the legal advisers highlight
the difficult deal making environment in 2019 due to
political uncertainty around Brexit and a possible change
in government. The individual results for the various legal
advisers is a very mixed picture with many showing falls in
deal activity from 2018 to 2019 but a few bucking the trend,
notably Harrison Clark Rickerbys (who topped the list for
the first time), TLT, Foot Anstey and BPE.
There is always an element of caution with the adviser
figures as they only represent transactions identified by
Experian that one of the parties to the deal has identified
the professional involved. Experian is increasingly effective
at recording transactions by analysing Companies House
filings so the involvement of a professional in the deal
is less to do with the confidentiality of the deal than the
willingness of the adviser to connect themselves to the deal.
The table below shows deal activity for legal advisers who
have a presence in the region and where the deal involved
a local target/acquirer.
DEAL VOLUMES - LAWYERS*
Lawyer

2019

2018

10 Years

AN IMPROVED DEAL MAKING CLIMATE
Andrew Webber, TLT LLP;

"The outlook for 2020 is positive with the expected change
to be that the pace of transactions will now increase as
growth plans start to accelerate again. The regional midmarket proved to be resilient again last year and with a
large number of ambitious, growing businesses across
key sectors and a strong adviser community, we’re looking
forward to another busy year across our team."
Duncan Sykes, Foot Anstey;

"We anticipate a continued demand for management
buy-outs and family MBOs aided by the current tax regime
and continued appetite of funders including the increase
of alternative finance products. We also anticipate an ongoing volume of deals in the financial services, construction
and transportation sectors. As ever, there will also be an
increased appetite for businesses with fantastic IP and
technology, many of which continue to be established and
grow within our region."

INTERNATIONAL WORK IN THE SOUTH WEST
Richard Cobb, Michelmores;

"Many business owners say they are relieved not to have
to plan for a "worst case" Labour majority under Corbyn,
but the flavour of Brexit as the post-transition EU trade
deal progresses will make a difference, as will the extent
of new trade deals available elsewhere. We are busy
with technology and innovation work at the moment, and
envisage this being a growth area both at the smaller
angel investor end, and the more institutional deal end. We
anticipate key areas for us will be waste and energy, data
and cybersecurity, medical devices/apps and agritech. We
also see a lot of international work being done in Devon for
clients around the world who wish to use English Law for
global deals."

Ashfords

8

18

216

BPE

13

4

40

Browne Jacobson

7

8

31

Burges Salmon

17

20

149

Clarke Willmott

4

4

55

CMS

6

12

66

DLA Piper

8

4

79

Foot Anstey

18

15

191

Harrison Clark Rickerbys

31

7

67

Irwin Mitchell

6

9

40

Kitsons

6

-

51

THE RISE OF THE CHALLENGER BANKS

Michelmores

8

7

151

Murrell Associates

1

3

50

Richard Wilkey, Harrison Clark Rickerbys;

Osborne Clark

7

13

132

OTB Eveling

5

7

77

Roxburgh Milkins

7

5

44

Royds Withy King

4

5

15

Stephens Scown

3

4

47

Thrings

5

2

38

TLT

21

12

130

Tozers

2

3

22

Womble Bond Dickinson

1

3

36

*At lower deal numbers selection is driven by past involvement in the Review
and active involvement in the South West.

"The private equity market remains buoyant and it has
been interesting to see some historic staunch mid-market
players now looking at smaller deals simply because
they are decent fast growth and profitable targets, which
has to be right for the market and business generally.
With capital to deploy, we are also seeing many ‘buyand-build’ opportunities in the private equity market. The
biggest challenge for business would seem to be service
and deliverability from the mainstream banks, to deliver
exactly what businesses want. We are, however, seeing
the continued interest from new challenger bank whom
we believe will take over the debt lending market from the
mainstream providers, simply because they have more
streamlined ways in which to lend and are not so risk
adverse."

VIEW FROM THE LAWYERS
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RESILIENT IN THE FACE OF UNCERTAINTY
Stuart Mathews, Kitsons;

"Throughout the year, our transaction activity has remained resilient in the face of perceived uncertainty, with continuing
interest from overseas investors. Concerns about possible changes to entrepreneur’s relief in the spring budget are now
driving transaction deadlines. The outcome of the General Election has already had a positive impact on confidence."

M&A TO REMAIN A STRATEGIC GROWTH DRIVER

KEY DEALS ORIGINATING FROM OVERSEAS BUYERS

Andrew Betteridge, Ashfords;

Tom Fitzpatrick, Womble Bond Dickinson;

"We expect M&A to remain a strategic growth driver with
private equity sponsors continuing to be active. With scope
strategies becoming increasingly more common, we
envisage seeing more companies strengthen their position
through acquisitions that can expand their capabilities and
give access to new markets."

"Acquisitions by overseas acquirers were helped by
exchange rates making things cheaper, and we were
also delighted to be involved in the rescue of Barden in
Plymouth, which was scheduled to be closed due to Brexit
concerns. Regardless of your political view, we believe the
government majority will increase business confidence and
we are optimistic for 2020."

CONFIDENCE TO MOVE FORWARD
James Eveling, OTB Eveling;

CAUTIOUSLY OPTIMISTIC

"There seems to be more positivity even if that is tempered
by some ongoing uncertainty. Ultimately the future can never
be guaranteed but we are finding that deal volumes remain
fairly strong and can only hope that the recent election result
and subsequent market uplift will help fuel the economy."

"Most business owners and CEOs we speak to are relieved
that the December election result provided a positive
mandate for the Government and eliminated the immediate
perceived risks associated with a far more radical UK
economic policy. The general mood seems far more positive
than it did six months ago and we are expecting a very busy
start to 2020."

Henry Maples, Murrell Associates;
"Cautiously optimistic about business confidence levels in
the region for 2020. There seems to be a greater appetite to
plan growth activity which must in part at least be due to the
more stable political situation in the country. There remain
some obvious challenges such as the availability of grant
funding post Brexit, particularly for Cornwall."

Chris Boyce, Boyce Hatton;
"We saw a number of deals delayed in the last quarter of
2019 with Brexit uncertainty being a factor. The election
result seems to have given some parties the confidence to
move forward and complete transactions in the early part
of the year. We are hopeful that this confidence will extend
throughout 2020 to the benefit of businesses in our region."

Kirill Bingham, Clarke Willmott;

DEAL VOLUMES - BY DEAL TYPE FOR LAST TEN YEARS - LAWYERS
Acq/
Sales

Dev.
capital

Flotation

Investor
Buy
Outs

MBO/
MBI

Mergers

Right/
other
issues

Share
buy
back

Other

Total

Ashfords

113

66

1

3

25

-

3

4

1

216

BPE

29

4

-

-

5

-

1

1

-

40

Browne Jacobson

25

3

-

1

1

1

-

-

-

31

Burges Salmon

105

16

-

9

13

1

2

3

-

149

Clarke Willmott

40

4

-

1

8

-

1

1

-

55

CMS

43

9

-

4

2

1

2

5

-

66

Firm

DLA Piper

12

71

2

-

2

4

-

-

-

-

79

Foot Anstey

107

32

-

5

28

3

6

6

4

191

Harrison Clark Rickerbys

56

7

-

1

2

-

-

-

1

67

Irwin Mitchell

33

3

-

1

3

-

-

-

-

40

Kitsons

42

2

-

-

6

-

1

-

-

51

Michelmores

107

10

-

4

21

1

3

4

1

151

Murrell Associates

30

9

-

1

2

-

5

2

1

50

Osborne Clark

77

13

4

10

20

1

3

4

-

132

OTB Eveling

54

3

-

1

14

-

1

2

2

77

Roxburgh Milkins

30

6

2

1

4

1

-

-

-

44

Royds Withy King

14

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15

Stephens Scown

31

3

-

-

9

1

-

-

3

47

Thrings

28

5

-

-

5

-

-

-

-

38

TLT

80

25

-

9

7

2

3

1

3

130

Tozers

17

-

-

1

4

-

-

-

-

22

Womble Bond Dickinson

23

5

-

3

4

-

-

-

1

36

VIEW FROM THE LAWYERS

UNDER THREAT
THE GUNS ARE OUT FOR ENTREPRENEURS’ RELIEF
ER is a 10% tax rate
on sale compared to
the 20% main rate
of capital gains tax
(CGT). The lifetime
limit is £10m so the
potential tax benefit
per individual is £1m.

In its General Election manifesto, the Conservative Party committed to Britain being “the
best country in the world to start and grow a business – a place where entrepreneurs know
they can build on their ideas and find success”. At the core of the manifesto was backing
entrepreneurial behaviour but there has been sustained criticism that current tax incentives
are not supporting start-ups and successful scale-ups, with Entrepreneurs’ Relief (ER) a
particular focus of discontent.
Sir Edward Troup, former head of HMRC, has suggested that there is “a very strong case for
whichever party wins the election to ramp down entrepreneurs’ relief immediately”. However,
supporters of the relief argue that it has helped to make the UK a place where entrepreneurs
want to set up and build their business.

CRITICISM OF A POLICY THAT
BENEFITS THE FEW
Labour has been vocal in its condemnation
of a tax that is “largely just a handout for a
small number of people” but what do the
numbers show? The HMRC Bulletin (19
October 2019), estimated the cost of ER for
2019/20 at £2.1bn. Figures relating to the
2017/18 tax year showed 43,000 taxpayers
paid CGT on gains of £24bn at a rate of
10%, instead of the most likely 20% rate,
which resulted in an estimated cost to the
Exchequer of £2.3bn. Included in these
figures were 5,000 taxpayers who made
capital gains in excess of £1m claiming ER
and saving themselves around £1.7bn in
CGT.
So, the majority of the tax cost goes to
benefit very few individuals which is what
makes ER so exposed to change given
the need for more tax revenue to meet
NHS and other commitments. Also, are the
individuals benefiting truly entrepreneurs
or are they simply taking advantage of a
beneficial relief?
A SIMPLE REFORM OR ABOLISH
COMPLETELY?
Since it was first introduced by Gordon
Brown in 2008 we have seen a number of
changes to the relief. In the initial years of
the relief the amount of lifetime gains that
can benefit increased from £1m in 2008
to £10m by 2011. However, a turning point
occurred in 2014 when HMRC started
tightening the conditions reflecting a
change of attitude towards ER.
The Conservative manifesto stated
that some of the changes to the relief
had worked in their bid to increase
entrepreneurial and innovative behaviour
but they also had to ‘recognise that
some measures haven’t fully delivered
on their objectives”. There is heightened
uncertainty over the changes that might
be announced, and whether the relief
might be abolished altogether, but with
a significant majority, and many first time
Conservative voters in previous Labour
heartlands, the pressure to implement a
crowd-pleasing revision is high.

There are possible restrictions that
could be introduced to effectively waterdown the relief, instead of abolishing it
altogether, including:
• A longer qualification period - potentially
increasing the period from two years to
perhaps five years or more
• Lower lifetime allowance limit - potentially
reducing it back down to £1m as it was
originally in 2008 or linking it to the
pension lifetime allowance
• Requiring a minimum age to qualify
for the relief - possibly qualifying at
the age of 50 or 55, bringing it in
line with old style ‘retirement relief’,
but this change wouldn’t necessarily
encourage individuals to maintain their
entrepreneurial thinking and continue
innovating.
The Conservative government have
committed to making Britain the place to
start and grow a business so we could see
the relief approached from a completely
different angle with potentially a 100%
relief for the first element of the gain and
another tapered relief for gains in excess
of that.
BEING PREPARED FOR A NEW
REGIME
So, what happens on 11 March if, in his first
budget, Sajid Javid proclaims that ER will
cease to exist or conditions are severely
restricted?
Firstly, the issue will be when this change
in the tax regime will come into force. The
new tax year begins on 6 April 2020 so
any new rules will be most likely to come
into effect then subject to the government
incorporating “anti-forestalling” provisions
which could mean the rules come into
effect on 11 March.
For a business owner who wants to
benefit from the current ER rates, perhaps
to provide certainty of the rate of CGT
payable, then the date of disposal for CGT
purposes is pivotal.

SALE, WHAT SALE?
There are possible solutions for business
owners who have not yet begun the sale
process but wish to benefit from current
ER legislation. There are some aggressive
planning tactics but some uncontroversial
planning approaches include:
1. A
 gift of qualifying assets to family
members, for example between
unmarried couples or to children
although this would mean paying tax
with no cash proceeds being received;
2. F
 amily and management buy-out
(FAMBOs) although timescales are short
to achieve what are usually complex
transactions;
3. Incorporating a business where there
is significant asset value other than
goodwill; or
4. D
 isposing of, or reducing, an interest in
a partnership.
If a business owner has already disposed
of shares in their trading company
receiving a mixture of consideration, for
example a combination of cash, shares
and loan notes, they may have paid CGT
at ER rates on the cash received, with the
assumption that future redemptions on the
shares or loan notes would also qualify
for ER. Depending on the transaction date
it might still be possible to crystallise the
whole of the gain immediately to qualify
for ER.
Given the significant sums at stake and
the very large potential tax benefits it is
important to seek appropriate specialist
advice before taking action. However,
it is all still speculation and whilst there
appears to be an immediate will to make
changes there may also be a hesitation to
abolish altogether and a fear of bringing in
an ill-conceived replacement.

JOHN ENDACOTT
TAX PARTNER
PKF FRANCIS CLARK
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S H A R E DA M B I T I O N

PKF FRANCIS CLARK DEALS REVIEW
This section features a range of transactions that the PKF Francis Clark Corporate Finance team undertook during
2019. The deals that have been chosen reflect the range of transaction activity that our clients have been involved
with during the year.
The range includes:
DEAL SIZE - in many transactions the deal size is
confidential but the transactions selected range in value
from £1m to many millions of pounds.

SECTOR - the team has expertise supporting clients
across a range of sectors.

TYPE - the transactions are grouped together by principal
type; disposals, management buy-outs and fundraising,
acquisitions and due diligence and energy & infrastructure.
LOCATION - the team have undertaken transactions
across the UK, so while there are a majority based in the
South West, transactions outside the team’s region have
also been included, most notably with our Energy and
Infrastructure expertise.

ANDREW KILLICK
HEAD OF CORPORATE FINANCE
PKF FRANCIS CLARK

BHG distributes in Europe the range of PropGuards and
Hurley Davits, and in the UK it distributes Turboswing and
Motortoter plus the Linder range of aluminium dinghies and
canoes.
Willow Marine trades as BHG Service through two sites at
Bucklers Hard. The original garage site services and repairs
all brands of outboard motors and small craft while the
chandlery and boat yard operation offers additional inboard
diesel engine servicing and maintenance. Willow Marine
distributes the range of Rigiflex boats in the UK.
Fellow British Marine members, First Peninsula Marine acted
as lead advisers with PKF Francis Clark providing the sellers
with accountancy and tax advice.

DISPOSALS

Both BHG Marine and Willow retained their 21 staff and
existing operations in Lymington and Bucklers Hard, with
Paul, who has more than 30 years’ experience, staying on as
a consultant.

BHG MARINE AND
WILLOW MARINE LTD
Advised on the sale of two marine
businesses to Lymington Marina Limited
Legal adviser: Scott Bailey
Sector: Leisure & tourism

14

The family businesses BHG Marine and Willow Marine, run
by father and son team David and Paul Martin, was acquired
by Lymington Marina, a subsidiary of Berthon. BHG Marine,
based in Lymington, specialises in the sales, service and
parts for Yamaha outboards, Jeanneau motor craft and
Zodiac inflatables and RIBS.

PKF Francis Clark Partner, Dan Tout, said the firm had
supported the Martin family and their growing marine
businesses with accountancy and tax advice for more than
30 years. "For a long established family businesses, a sales
process can be a once in a lifetime transaction, so it has
been a pleasure supporting David and Paul."
"We have had a long-standing relationship with PKF Francis
Clark and Scott Bailey so I had no hesitation in using both firms
for what is the largest transaction I am likely to undertake. We
are extremely pleased with the outcome together with the
service and professionalism delivered and executed."

PAUL MARTIN
MANAGING DIRECTOR, BHG MARINE

GRAYTONE LIMITED

Advised on the sale of Broadberry
Data Systems Ltd to American based
Sourcecode LLC

Advised the shareholders on the
sale of Graytone Limited to Addev
Materials

Legal adviser: Arnold & Porter

Legal adviser: Steele Raymond

Funder: JMC Capital Partners

Sector: Manufacturing - chemical

Sector: Information Technology
Broadberry Data is an established IT hardware supplier/
integrator. Founded in October 1989, it has annual sales of
circa £9m with customers including CBS News, BBC, Sony,
Walt Disney, Lockheed Martin, Reuters and Sky TV. Based
in Middlesex, the business employs 50 staff and in 2006
opened a US sales office in Delaware, followed by a second
office in Florida a year later.
Sourcecode is a leading manufacturer of custom built server
and storage devices as well as a provider of IT services.
Founded in 1992, Source Code ships thousands of server
systems each month from facilities in Massachusetts and New
York. Backed by US Private Equity firm, JMC Capital Partners,
the acquisition strengthens Sourcecode’s European growth
strategy and provides a complementary offering to existing
clients in both companies.
The corporate finance team at PKF Francis Clark of Andrew
Killick and Chris Bishop acted as lead advisers on the sale
undertaking negotiation, tax advice and deal structuring.
Andrew Killick said: "We were pleased to lead this transaction
and help negotiate a deal that worked for both parties. We
wish Colin and his team every success for the future as they
work with Sourcecode to continue to grow the business."
Arnold & Porter advised on the sale of Broadberry Data. The
team was led by partner Sean Scanlon from the corporate
team.
"I would like to thank PKF Francis Clark for the invaluable
support in negotiating a deal that realised the value of the
business."

Graytone was founded in 2000 to spearhead a group of
companies specialising in the global distribution of coatings,
composites and associated materials to the aerospace,
defence, space, energy & electronics markets. The core
capabilities of the Group are sales, marketing, distribution
and logistical solutions, as well as value added activities such
as on-site technical support, colour blending and small batch
manufacturing.

DISPOSALS

BROADBERRY DATA
SYSTEMS LTD

French-owned ADDEV Materials is a custom repackaging
expert and specialist distributor of high-performance
materials for the aerospace and aviation industries. The
purchase of Graytone strengthens their adhesives and
chemicals expertise and will consolidate their geographical
position in Europe and the Middle East.
The corporate finance team at PKF Francis Clark were Paul
Stout, Chris Potts and Lisa Whitbread who acted as lead
advisers on the sale undertaking negotiation, tax advice, deal
structuring and assisting and managing the due diligence
process.
The legal team at Dorset solicitors Steele Raymond included
Tim Stone, Craig Hardman, Paul Longland, Jennifer Rogerson
and Shaun Guppy.
"The teams at PKF Francis Clark and Steele Raymond
ensured a smooth process and helped deliver excellent value
for the shareholders."

NICK ROBINS
FINANCIAL DIRECTOR, GRAYTONE

COLIN BROADBERRY
MANAGING DIRECTOR, BROADBERRY DATA
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KJT GROUP LIMITED

PETER BULL RESORTS

Advised the shareholders on the sale of
KJT Group Limited to Idverde

Advised on the sale of shares of
Peter Bull Resorts Limited to
Southern Parks Limited

Legal adviser: Ashfords

DISPOSALS

Sector: L
 andscape and traffic management
KJT Group is an established provider of grounds
maintenance, arboriculture and traffic management services.
Based in Devon, KJT Group has annual sales of circa £8m
and employs 150 staff, delivering a number of high-profile
contracts throughout the South West.
Idverde is Europe’s leading provider of Green Services with
a turnover in excess of €500m, employing 5,500 colleagues
throughout France, Holland and the UK where it is the
market leader in each of the respective countries in which it
operates.
Kevin Thulborn, owner of KJT Group, commented: "As part of
our planned retirement from the business we sought to find
a genuine partner who will take the business forward and
continue its development. I am confident that Idverde is the
right home for the business to continue its journey."
"We were pleased to lead this transaction and in doing so
ensure a suitable partner was found to carry on the work
that Kevin and his team had so successfully started. We wish
the KJT team every success for the future and Kevin a welldeserved retirement."

MATT WILLMOTT
CORPORATE FINANCE ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
PKF FRANCIS CLARK
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Legal adviser: Blake Morgan
Sector: Leisure & Tourism
Peter Bull Resorts is a successful independent chain of
holiday resorts in Cornwall. In March 2019, Paul Stout,
Corporate Finance Partner and Chris Potts, Corporate
Finance Senior Associate advised on the sale of the business
to Southern Parks Limited, a holiday company who own a
number of businesses in the South offering camping, holiday
homes and lodges.
Southern Parks, under their Aria Resorts brand, acquired
Newquay View Resort, Bude Holiday Resort and Widemouth
Fields from Peter Bull Resorts.
"It was a pleasure to work with Paul and the corporate finance
team at PKF Francis Clark. They provided invaluable advice
to ensure a smooth completion. Their expertise in managing
the sales process meant that value was retained and the
shareholders benefitted."

ANTHONY VICKERY
FINANCE DIRECTOR, PETER BULL RESORTS

DUKE OF CORNWALL HOTEL

SILVALEA LIMITED

Advised on the sale of the Plymouth
Hotel Company Limited to The Fragrance
Group

Advised on the sale of Silvalea and its
sister company to Savaria Corporation

Sector: Leisure & Tourism
The Duke of Cornwall Hotel, “one of the finest examples
of Victorian gothic architecture” as described by Sir John
Betjeman, was purchased from current owners Jonathan
Morcom and Walter Combstock in an undisclosed sevenfigure exchange by Singapore-based property developer The
Fragrance Group. The company, which works across Asia,
Australia and Europe and has a capitalisation of US$1billion,
immediately leased the hotel to UK boutique and luxury hotel
specialist Bespoke Hotels.
The company, which has about 70 hotels under ownership
or management in the UK, retained all 65 staff members
of the 156-year-old Duke of Cornwall Hotel, and said it will
make no immediate changes to the building or the business,
other than to depart from its membership of the Best Western
group of hotels.
Mr Morcom and Mr Combstock have owned and run the
hotel since a management buy-out in 2001. During their time
in charge more than £1.5million was spent on refurbishing
bedrooms, meeting rooms and the restaurant.
Graham Marskell, Bespoke’s managing director, said: “We like
Plymouth as a city and see opportunities in Plymouth. There
is a lot of development in this area and we just felt that the
time was right, as we are aware that there are a lot of hotel
developments coming to Plymouth.”
"Having supported the management team through their MBO,
and witnessed the success they have made of the hotel, I
am delighted that their hard work has been recognised in
realising the value through the sale of their hotel to such a
globally recognised organisation."

Sector: Manufacturing
Established in 1993 and based in Newton Abbot, Silvalea
is a leading manufacturer of patient transfer slings and
accessories. The company specialises in the design and
development of challenging and complex patient transfer
solutions.
Silvalea was acquired by Savaria Corporation, based in
Quebec, Canada, with the aim of leveraging Silvalea’s sling
manufacturing know-how and to accelerate the production of
custom slings to serve the US and Canadian markets. Since
the acquisition, Savaria has begun to manufacture slings in its
Greenville, South Carolina facility, and will continue to expand
its sling operations throughout 2020. The key management
team at Silvalea remain in place.

DISPOSALS

Legal adviser: Brights

Legal adviser: Michelmores

The PKF Francis Clark team was led by Sean Grinsted and
included Rachael Olive. The Michelmores team advising
Silvalea was led by Samantha Billingham, supported by Holly
Lawrence and David Thompson.
"The acquisition of Silvalea by a global corporation
demonstrates the quality of businesses that operate in the
South West, which are attracting the attention of overseas
players."

SEAN GRINSTED
PARTNER, PKF FRANCIS CLARK

NICK WOODMANSEY
CORPORATE FINANCE DIRECTOR
PKF FRANCIS CLARK
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SNOWS TIMBER

TRINITY SCHOOL

Sale of trade and assets associated with
the Snows Timber Glastonbury site to
Sydenhams

Advised on the sale of Trinity School
to Alpha Schools

DISPOSALS

Legal adviser: Clarke Willmott
Sector: Building/construction
Snows Timber, an importer, distributor and processor of
timber and timber related products, has a 300 year old
history with a large number of dedicated staff.
The PKF Francis Clark team, led by Partner, Paul Crocker and
including Corporate Finance Associate Director, Nick Tippett
and Holly Bedford, Tax Partner, advised on the trade sale
of Snow Timbers’ Glastonbury site and operations to South
West-based Timber and Builders Merchant, Sydenhams. As
well as the 12 acre site value and the timber stock value that
was realised, this deal also ensured the security of a large
number of jobs in the local area.
As part of the Bradfords Group, the complex transaction
involved restructuring and establishing separate trading
companies.
The PKF Francis Clark team worked closely with the
Bradfords Group board, and was able to call on the technical
expertise of the property and tax teams within the firm.
These specialist teams provided the board with a series of
outcomes so that the board had a thorough understanding
on which to base their decisions.
"This was a complex multi-faceted transaction that involved
working closely with the Bradford Group board to ensure a
successful outcome. With the support of our tax colleagues
we were able to support a transaction that was sensitive to the
history of the businesses and delivered value to the Group."

NICK TIPPETT
CORPORATE FINANCE ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

PKF FRANCIS CLARK
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Legal adviser: H
 arrison Clark Rickerbys
Sector: Education

Trinity School is a Co-Educational Independent Day
School and Boarding School for children between the
ages of 3 and 18 located in Teignmouth. The decision to
sell was taken after an in-depth review carried-out by the
incumbent Governing Body into the long-term strategy
for the historic school.
Nick Woodmansey, PKF Francis Clark Corporate Finance
Director, advised the school on their acquisition by
leading UK Schools Group, Alpha Schools.
Alpha Schools was founded in 2003 by Mr Ali Khan
and has grown to be one of the largest operators of
Independent Schools in the UK. With over a decade of
Headship behind him, Mr Khan has blended practical
experience with business acumen to develop a collection
of impressive schools, including St Martin’s Preparatory
School, which topped the national league table in the
Sunday Times Parent Power Schools Guide for 2020.
"It is clear that the schools we join enjoy significant successes
and it will be a real advantage for Trinity to learn from
differing approaches whilst also sharing what we do so
very well."

LAWRENCE COEN
HEADMASTER

FACTORING IN DISRUPTION
Increasingly funders, regulators and potential
purchasers are asking about business resilience.
It’s hard to regard the current economic climate as 'business as
usual' for many UK companies. Uncertainties relating to Brexit
and changes in regulation present challenges to most businesses
in some form and new issues such as climate-related threats
are emerging rapidly. All of them could represent sources of
disruption to business models.
Boards have a legal responsibility to promote the long term
success of the business for the benefit of the members as a
whole, so it is important they have a sure grip on factors that
could undermine that success. A well run board will have a risk
register, split between strategic and operational risks and plans
in place to mitigate or eliminate those risks. While also reviewing
regularly to ensure that new risks are identified on a timely basis.

UKRD
Advised on the sale of UKRD to
Bauer Media Limited
Legal adviser: Michelmores
Sector: Media

UKRD owns and operates 10 local commercial radio
stations from Cornwall to Yorkshire. They are Wessex
FM, Eagle Radio, KLFM, Minster FM, Mix 96, Pirate FM,
Yorkshire Coast Radio, Spire FM, Spirit FM and Stray FM.
It also has business interests in DAB multiplexes and First
Radio Sales.
The PKF Francis Clark team, led by Paul Crocker and
including Matt Willmott, were brought on board to
advise UKRD, the Redruth-headquartered broadcaster,
on the offer and subsequent acquisition by Germanheadquartered Bauer Media.
Paul Crocker commented "This was Bauer's fourth
acquisition in the year. This deal had a very tight
timeframe but by working together both parties' advisers
were able to achieve the deadline required."
"UKRD’s radio stations will make a great addition to
the Bauer portfolio and the opportunities that may well
present themselves to many of our talented and highly
professional people will be greatly enhanced by this
acquisition."

WILLIAM ROGERS
CEO, UKRD

IT NEVER RAINS BUT IT POURS
However, it isn’t enough to identify risks and have plans to deal with
each risk in isolation.
What would be the implications for a business dealing with several
challenges in short order? For example: a loss of ready access
to a key market post Brexit, a 10% increase in your cost base due
to irrecoverable customs duty, or having to treat contractors or
consultants as employees under IR35 with the attendant employers’
NIC burden? What would the impact be on cash flow? How quickly
would existing borrowing facilities be used up?
On top of these external challenges, the business could be victim
to a ransomware attack with the attendant loss and costs to
resolve. Or a fraud or GDPR breach. How do the finances hold up
at this point? What other mitigating actions can be taken to keep
within the financial covenants?

STRESS TEST FOR RESILIENCE
Many boards will do sensitivity analysis on cash flow projections
to flex the underlying figures by five or ten percentage points. But
while this can be useful for providing comfort for going concern
purposes and might be linked to an assessment of other possible
sources of financial support, sensitivity analysis rarely puts the
business model under real pressure. It can, therefore, be quite
an eye-opener for a board to apply some real stress testing to
projections, piling on one challenge after another to see how quickly
the overall model breaks down and what impact each potential
mitigating action has in staving off disaster and for how long.
There are several benefits of running a hypothetical stress testing
exercise as a board. Firstly, it allows you to ask the question
“what is the worst that could happen?” without actually having to
experience it in real life. Secondly, it can help the board to focus on
whether existing risk mitigation plans are adequate and whether it
really has enough assurance that internal policies and procedures
are actually being applied (e.g. in relation to areas such as cyber
security or fraud, which should be capable of being controlled).
Thirdly, having broken the model the board can look forensically at
the measures that would be necessary to keep the business on its
feet and develop its recovery plan to put into action as soon as a
major issue hits.
Better to be prepared than face disruption further down the line.

STEPHANIE HENSHAW
PARTNER & HEAD
OF AUDIT & ASSURANCE

stephanie.henshaw@pkf-francisclark.co.uk
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MANAGEMENT BUYOUTS AND FUNDRAISING

AES SUSTAINABILITY

AMULET HOTKEY

Advised on the management buy-out
of Devon-based property consultancy
AES Sustainability

Advised on the management buy-out
of Amulet Hotkey

Legal advisers: Porter Dodson, Tozers

Legal advisers: Foot Anstey,
Stephens Scown

Sector: IT/Software

Sector: IT/Software

AES Sustainability Consultants and Domestic Air Leakage
Testing Energy Consultants provide technical support
throughout the lifecycle of a development, from land
buying and planning stages through to post-construction
testing and certification.
Jon Bodington, the founder of both companies, was
keen to protect the businesses and staff by giving the
management team the opportunity to purchase the
businesses so he could take a step back to pursue other
interests and move into a chairman role.
The buyout has transferred ownership of both companies
to AES Sustainability Ltd whose new shareholders include
Jon and Sue Bodington along with members of the senior
management team.
The PKF Francis Clark team that advised on the MBO was
led by Nick Woodmansey, Director and with support from
Chris Bishop.
"We are delighted to have supported Jon and the
management team through this exciting stage in the
business. What has been evident through this process is
the dedication of the team to shaping the future direction
of the business and their passion and drive to continue to
enhance the business for the benefit of their clients and
staff."

NICK WOODMANSEY
CORPORATE FINANCE DIRECTOR
PKF FRANCIS CLARK
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Amulet Hotkey is a South West-based advanced
technological business founded in 1990. It provides highly
technical IT solutions that ensure security of platforms
e.g. the London Stock Exchange and at the highest level
of the US and UK military. Customers include command
and control centres, emergency call centres, hospitals,
investment banks, oil & gas, CAD designers, scientific &
research, display walls, digital content creation, and post
production studios around the world.
The management buy-out of Amulet Hotkey was a
particularly complex transaction. Andy Killick and Nick
Woodmansey of PKF Francis Clark were appointed
to assist in exploring all the options. Andy and Nick’s
pragmatic and persistent approach allowed them to
bring together the stakeholders to agree the change in
ownership, which then released management to deliver
on their future plans. They successfully secured funding
to finance the buyout and provide the working capital to
support the US subsidiary.
"Amulet Hotkey is a fantastic example of a successful
South West technology business that has gone global.
To support the management team in their plans was
something we were very proud to be involved with."

ANDREW KILLICK
CORPORATE FINANCE PARTNER
PKF FRANCIS CLARK

OOMF! LIMITED

Acted as lead advisers for the
shareholders on the sale of Arada
Limited to the management team

Advised the founders of Oomf! on
raising equity to fund expansion

Legal adviser: Foot Anstey
Funder: Leumi ABL and NatWest
Sector: Manufacturing
Arada, founded by John Burgis in the 1970’s and based in
Axminster, is one of the UK’s leading independent familyowned manufacturers of wood and multi-fuel stoves. The
deal saw the current management team of Mark Brettell
and Jon Butterworth acquiring a majority stake from the
founding Burgis family, who will retain a minority stake in
the business. The transaction has provided the business
with an appropriate funding structure to facilitate the
staggered exit of the long standing family shareholders,
and will help to support the current management team’s
future growth strategy.
The PKF Francis Clark team was led by Paul Crocker,
Partner, and supported by Matt Willmott.
"This long standing family-owned business is a fantastic
example of a successful private UK company. Supporting
the family through this transaction has been incredibly
worthwhile and we look forward to seeing the
management team continue to develop the business."

PAUL CROCKER
CORPORATE FINANCE PARTNER
PKF FRANCIS CLARK

Legal adviser: Trethowans
Funder: Foresight Group
Sector: Food & drink
OOMF! was launched in 2011 by brothers Andrew and
Robert Sweeney to provide a tasty high-protein, lowsugar on-the-go porridge to target the growing active
nutrition sector. The porridge contains whey, a highprotein by-product of the cheese making process, and
natural sugar Xylitol that has no insulin response and is
recommended by dentists. It has achieved recognition
in the market by building a presence on popular social
media sites. The brand is stocked in numerous retailers
including Waitrose, Tesco and Holland & Barrett.
As an early-stage business with huge ambitions, the
founders were keen to secure equity investment. The
funding will be used to increase manufacturing capacity,
access new routes to market in the UK and develop
overseas sales opportunities.
Paul Stout and Chris Potts from the PKF Francis Clark
Corporate Finance team advised on the fund raise.
Paul Stout said: "Andrew and Robert came up with a
great idea, and through hard work, perseverance and
innovation have produced a brand that goes from
strength to strength. This initial funding will allow them to
take the business to the next stage in its ambitions."

MANAGEMENT BUYOUTS AND FUNDRAISING

ARADA LIMITED

"The equity raise will allow Oomf to unlock the growth
potential in the business and increase our brand
presence in the market, and we are excited about the
future opportunities that this investment will allow us to
exploit. We have a strong relationship with PKF Francis
Clark and we have been really impressed by the support
they have provided us with from start to finish."

ANDREW SWEENEY
MANAGING DIRECTOR, OOMF! LTD
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ASHTON BENTLEY

BOURNEMOUTH,
CHRISTCHURCH AND
POOLE COUNCIL (BCP)

Advised Ashton Bentley on acquiring
the trade and assets of Dairyland

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole
Council acquired MD Care UK Ltd

Legal adviser: Michelmores

Legal adviser: Trower & Hamlins

Sector: Property

Sector: Property

In June 2019 the PKF Francis Clark team advised the
Ashton Bentley Group on the acquisition of Dairyland.
Established in 1975 near Newquay in Cornwall, the
adventure park is a popular leisure attraction for families,
providing pony & tractor rides, animal feeding, games and
various play areas.
Ashton Bentley Group provide video conferencing space
and are well regarded in the audio-visual industry with
major companies as clients. The group also has a number
of renewable energy assets and speculative property
development sites in its portfolio.
Ashton Bentley has an ambitious plan to establish
Dairyland as the number one family attraction in the West
Country.
"Ashton Bentley are a long-standing client and we have
worked closely with them over a number of years. Their
acquisition of Dairyland is an exciting new venture."

SEAN GRINSTED
PARTNER, PKF FRANCIS CLARK

A 70-bed care home in Boscombe was purchased by
BCP Council to provide more affordable care home bed
spaces across the area.
The PKF Francis Clark specialist tax team, led by Lisa
Whitbread, undertook due diligence work and provided
taxation and accounts advice on the implications of the
share purchase agreement. The team worked closely
with the council to agree areas of the SPA with them and
their solicitors.
"We have found it increasingly difficult to source suitable
accommodation and care at an affordable price for
people leaving hospital or who need residential care. By
owning our own care homes, we are able to secure a
large number of affordable bed places for local people,
particularly those with dementia."

VIKKI SLADE
COUNCIL LEADER, BCP COUNCIL

GRAVIS CAPITAL PARTNERS

Undertaking due diligence on several
insurance broker acquisitions

Undertaking tax due diligence
on several transactions

Legal Adviser: In-house legal team

Legal Advisers: Various

Sector: Insurance

Sector: Financial services

GRP Global Risk Partners are focused on insurance
acquisition and development. Their acquisition strategy
focusses on businesses with a strong track record in
speciality niches, including park homes and caravans,
property owners, non-standard household and healthcare
professionals. By becoming part of GRP, management
teams are freed up to concentrate on looking after
their clients and growing their books. The benefit of
coming under the GRP umbrella also includes enhanced
distribution channels and the infrastructure of support
services from a large and advanced organisation.
Led by Paul Stout, Corporate Finance Partner and
supported by Chris Bishop, the PKF Francis Clark team
has undertaken several due diligence projects on a
number of insurance broker acquisitions over 2019.
"I work closely alongside GRP’s highly experienced
in-house M&A team, keeping in regular communication
providing updates of any key issues. The scope and
reporting are tailored to GRP’s specific needs, and
to ensure maximise efficiency I am involved at key
management meetings with GRP and target broker."

CHRIS BISHOP
CORPORATE FINANCE SENIOR ASSOCIATE
PKF FRANCIS CLARK

The PKF Francis Clark corporate, transactions &
restructuring team, specifically Adam Kefford and Chris
Rodgers, advise on the complex tax aspects of buying
or selling companies and businesses. They work with
a number of fund managers, including infrastructure
specialist GCP, providing tax due diligence advisory
services on transactions.
"The level of service PKF Francis Clark provided was
outstanding with deliverables provided in a timely
manner and a genuinely refreshing level of transparency
on progress during their review. The attention to detail
shown by the team resulted in direct economic benefits
to the company, identifying previously unknown risks
which we were able to mitigate prior to acquisition.
"The services provided by PKF Francis Clark stand
out against experiences with other tax due diligence
advisers. We trust their team to be thorough, asking
probing questions and present the outcome in a
professional form."

PHILIP KENT
DIRECTOR, GRAVIS CAPITAL PARTNERS

ACQUISITIONS AND DUE DILIGENCE

GLOBAL RISK PARTNERS
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VAN AMEYDE
Provided advice to Van Ameyde on
its acquisition of the marine surveyor,
McAusland Turner
Legal adviser: OTB Eveling
Sector: Maritime
Van Ameyde is Europe’s leading claims outsourcing
organisation, with a client base of major insurance
providers, corporate risk managers and motor fleet
managers. The service offering ranges from off-the-shelf
to fully customised solutions for all non-life insurance
lines. In addition, Van Ameyde offers IT solutions to help
its clients improve their claims performance.
McAusland Turner is the oldest Marine Surveying and
Consulting firm in the port of Hull. The business was
established in 1888, and now has offices in Grimsby,
Newcastle, Bristol, Burgess Hill and Ipswich, and
representative offices in Rochester, Southampton,
Liverpool and Kinross.
The transaction saw McAusland Turner joining Van
Ameyde’s Loss Adjusting & Surveying Division. Van
Ameyde have supported sustainable growth and
provided infrastructure facilities to McAusland Turner. The
deal continues McAusland Turner’s own growth in recent
months, with a London City office opening.
Advice was provided by the corporate finance team at
PKF Francis Clark of Paul Crocker, Matt Wilmott and Tom
Hicks, and James Eveling and Emma Thomas from the
corporate team at OTB Eveling.

"The acquisition is part of Van Ameyde’s strategy to
expand its loss-adjusting and surveying network. With the
UK being the largest marine insurance market, expansion
of our marine surveying network to the UK is vital. In
McAusland Turner, we have found the perfect match in
terms of quality and identity. Thanks to the thoroughness
and dedication of the teams at OTB Eveling and PKF
Francis Clark, we now look forward to the next stage of
developing our UK footprint."

BOB DE BRUIJN, VAN AMEYDE

CYBER SECURITY REVIEW FOR SME BUSINESSES

WE WORK WITH OUR CLIENTS TO REVIEW AND IMPROVE THEIR CYBER SECURITY

48%

22%

19%

!

...of businesses reporting
a breach identified at least
one breach a month*
Among businesses that
say cyber security is a
low priority for them, 22%
experienced a breach or
attack in the last year*
...of businesses
experiencing a breach
had staff stopped from
carrying out daily work*
95%+ of our initial
vulnerability scans find
high severity issues on
client networks**

Each week we carry out cyber security reviews for our clients and our initial
assessments show that 95% have critical or high-rated vulnerabilities within their
networks. Most of our clients were unaware of any issues before an assessment
and with busy day to day workloads of their IT teams, it is not always possible to
keep on top of continually evolving new cyber threats.

WHY IS A CYBER SECURITY
REVIEW SO IMPORTANT?

WHAT DO YOU GET FROM OUR
CYBER SECURITY REVIEW?

Just as a board of directors manage the
risk, compliance and good governance
of their business, they should also
consider cyber security as a key item on
their agenda. Cyber-attacks are a known
threat and affect companies everywhere,
regardless of size or sector.

• A detailed report in plain English,
explained by your cyber protection
adviser

Cyber-attacks can have serious
consequences such as:
• Loss of money
• Loss of data
• Reputational damage

WHO IS IT FOR?
We receive weekly
reports of phishing fraud
from clients**

80%

We help clients prevent
up to 80% of common
cyber-attacks**

Source:	
*Department for Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2019
**PKF Francis Clark cyber team

• Businesses without the internal
resource to handle cyber security
• Board directors and business owners
who need to know about cyber risks
to ensure good governance of their
company
• Board directors and/or investors who,
as part of the due diligence process,
wish to assess risk in acquisition
transactions

• Insights into any threats, risks and
vulnerabilities across your network
• Recommendations for immediate and
longer term actions

ACCREDITATION
We can also offer a cyber accreditation
service towards the Government
schemes of Cyber Essentials, Cyber
Essentials Plus and IASME Gold.

FURTHER CYBER REVIEW
If you require further help, we also
provide ‘Cyber Complete’ - a more
comprehensive modular, tailored review
based on the National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC) ten-step programme.
This provides a much more in-depth
full assessment of an organisation’s
information assurance controls and
processes including a review of network
security. One of our cyber security
experts can talk through the options.

For more information, please contact Claire at: claire.vis-bulmer@pkf-francisclark.co.uk
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M I T I G AT I N G R I S K S
W H E N D E AT H , I L L N E S S
OR INJURY REMOVES
A KEY PERSON FROM
A BUSINESS
People are at the heart of any business and are
responsible for its success. So it’s strange that
whilst businesses protect themselves against
damage or loss to property, machinery, vehicles
and cyber etc, not all prepare a ‘plan B’ to
protect themselves for when a key person might
fall absent - and by absent, we are talking about
death, illness or injury.
Sadly, people do suffer injuries, illnesses, or
die and let’s face it, when is the time ever right
for this to happen? Unfortunately, we have
experience of working with some clients whose
lack of a ‘plan B’ threw the business into chaos
after losing someone, with the remaining owners
and directors being left to pick up the pieces
unexpectedly on top of their own day job.
Planning for the worst doesn’t have to be
onerous - it is about ensuring sufficient, well
ordered structures are in place. This extends
beyond simply having insurance - although
this is certainly a vital part of a risk-mitigation
plan. It is about devising long term and short
term strategies which include drafting disaster
recovery plans.
It may seem that it shouldn’t fall to the finance
director to prepare for these things, though
as an influencer in the business who is purely
focused on finance, isn’t it sensible to assess the
financial impact of the sudden absence of a key
worker/owner? And if a business fails because
of financial impact from the loss of a key worker,
surely a finance director should ensure that
the organisation and its workers are protected
against this?

Questions that finance directors should encourage
their board to consider include:
• How could the business continue without a key person
whose reputation, personality or vision is critical to its
success?
• Would the business lose existing contracts, goodwill
or contacts?
• What would be the vulnerability to competitors?
• Would it still be possible to raise finance for new ventures
or expansion?
• Could existing loans be repaid?
• Who would have control, and more importantly, who should
have control?
• What will the impact of lost skills be? On profits?
On creditors? On future prospects?

The above are all pertinent questions and even for those
businesses that have already thought about their disaster
recovery plans, when was the last time that they were reviewed
and are they still relevant to cover the company as it is today? All
this should be included in the annual review of operations and/
or after any significant changes to the structure of operations
including the recruitment or resignation of key workers.
Every business is unique and each requires different solutions
to the challenges they face that are tailored for their individual
needs. To speak with us about the ways in which finance directors
can help to protect the businesses they work for, get in touch with
our financial planning team.

T O M PA R R Y
CHARTERED FINANCIAL PLANNER,
FC FINANCIAL PLANNING
tom.parry@pkf-francisclark.co.uk
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THE POLITICS OF GRANT FUNDING IN 2020
A N D B E YO N D?
As Boris ‘gets Brexit done’ the wider economic implications still remain uncertain. However, one area that
will clearly be impacted is grant funding, with the end of UK businesses receiving grant funding through the
European Structural Investment Funds (ESIF).
ESIF - WHAT HAS BEEN THE IMPACT?
The ESIF are the EU’s instrument for reducing disparities
in the level of development of its various regions and for
helping less developed regions to catch up. The bulk of
UK funding via this channel comes through the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the European Social
Fund (ESF).

Notwithstanding political motivations for channelling grant
funding to specific geographic regions in the UK, the Local
Enterprise Partnerships across the UK are busy finalising
Local Investment Strategy documents - part of the purpose
of which is to establish priority for those regions in terms of
economic growth and presumably a basis for allocation of
funds, including the UK Shared Prosperity Fund.

The South West received the largest share of ESF and ERDF
in England; averaging around €210 million per year (over
the period 2014 to 2020). Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEPs
allocation was €590.4 million in total; second only to London
in terms of total allocation; representing the area was the
only ‘less developed region’ in England.

THE POLITICS OF GRANTS WITH A SMALL ‘P’

The terms ESF and ERDF may not be familiar but many would
recognise some of the delegated funds used to administer
this funding including Business Investment for Growth (BIG)
and some of the projects part funded using ESIF funds
including the two geothermal projects in Cornwall.

• Sustainability - would it be better to continue the move
away from grants to loans and/or equity to create a source
of recyclable funds?

It should also be noted the EU funding round for 2014 to
2020 was not the first such round - EU funding started to be
noticed in the South West region, specifically Cornwall & Isles
of Scilly, in two previous rounds: Objective One (2000 to
2006) and Convergence (2007 to 2013). To give an indication
of scale, Cornwall and Isles of Scilly received £350m under
Objective One and £415m under Convergence.
We are in the final throes of the EU funding programme so
what does this mean for UK businesses going forward?

WHAT NEXT FOR GRANT FUNDING IN ENGLAND?
It is clear that a focus of the UK Government in terms of grant
funding will remain on Innovation and Innovate UK which will
continue to administer the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund.
The Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund is part of the
Government’s Industrial Strategy, the long-term plan to raise
productivity and earning power in the UK. This funding is
administered through funding competitions - some of which
are ‘open’ but most are ‘themed’ i.e. aimed at projects
looking to solve a specific challenge.
But what of a replacement for the ESIF funding? What we do
know is the UK Government have proposed the UK Shared
Prosperity Fund but as was reported in September and
October of last year it would appear that greater clarity is
required on how these funds may be allocated and deployed.
What this means on the ground is that the South West may
lose out to the North of England in the allocation of these
funds as the Government looks for ways to secure ‘easy
wins’ in the newly won seats in the North, with recent news
headlines reporting that Ministers plan to allocate a ‘large
chunk’ of their planned UK Shared Prosperity Fund - which
is designed to compensate for the loss of EU cash for poorer
areas - to projects in the former ‘red wall’.

Aside from the politics, which are likely to become ever
more entwined with the allocation of grant funds, there are
other political issues that should be considered in terms of
the future of grant funding for individual businesses. These
include:

• Deployment - could these be channelled through
organisations already with an infrastructure to deliver
funding to businesses, e.g. banks, alternative finance
providers and/or private equity and venture capital firms?
• Dependency - in some counties there has been a culture
of grant dependency with the implications that they do not
look beyond grants for their funding needs. This could be
changed by deploying grants together with other forms
of finance (we have noted that this is being talked about
in terms of innovation funding where talk is of grants and
equity funding being the required package).

BE PREPARED
The differences between grant funding and other types
of funding include: eligibility; fluidity of the grant funding
landscape (my colleagues wistfully talk of times when
schemes such as Grant For Business Investment were in
existence for years) with the current trend of ‘calls’ and
‘competitions’ offering short-windowed opportunities for
applications and the need to meet prescriptive requirements
of the grant funder.
However, grant funding can be a useful stimulus to grow
a business (mitigating dilution through equity and/or the
finance risks of taking on debt). With grants, as with other
types of funding the key is identifying your needs; identifying
a source of funding that meets your needs (and fits with your
business strategy) and putting together a ‘pack’ to apply for
the funding.

RICHARD WADMAN
CORPORATE FINANCE DIRECTOR
richard.wadman@pkf-francisclark.co.uk
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ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE
The specialist PKF Francis Clark energy & infrastructure team provide a complete financial advisory service to the
renewable energy sector, with experienced senior corporate finance experts alongside leading tax advisory, wealth
management and due diligence specialists.
Over the last five years, the team have successfully completed in excess of 50 renewable energy and infrastructure
transactions including industry firsts such as:
• The first subsidy-free wind project disposal
• The first onshore wind CfD project disposal
• The first commercial scale FIT ground-mount solar park to be consented on agricultural land
• A number of innovative community energy schemes in the wind and solar spaces
• Securing institutional funding for the construction of a UK geothermal project

ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE

GEOTHERMAL
After a ten-year campaign to bring clean, green technology
to Cornwall, this was achieved in the autumn, when Eden
Geothermal Limited (EGL) received £16.8 million of financing
to drill the first well for their pioneering geothermal heat and
power project in the summer of 2020.
Eden Co-founder, Sir Tim Smit, said that securing funds had
sparked an energy revolution and amounted to the biggest
leap forward for Eden since it opened in a former clay quarry
near St Austell in 2001.
The £16.8 million sum was secured from a mixture of public
and private sources. Cornwall’s final round of EU funding, the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), contributed
£9.9m, Cornwall Council put in £1.4m with institutional
investors contributing the remaining £5.5m.

EDEN GEOTHERMAL
Advised on the £16.8m financing
Legal adviser: Burges Salmon
Funders: European Regional
Development Fund, Cornwall
Council and institutional
investors

As lead financial and commercial advisers for the transaction,
Richard Harris and Andy Thornhill from PKF Francis Clark
worked closely with the board and management of EGL
to build a robust financial model which they then used to
approach the market and receive offers of finance from a
number of potential private sector funders. As part of an
efficient financing process, offers from the leading parties
were developed to the point where an institutional investor
was ultimately selected as the preferred partner.
"We have been delighted with the service from the
PKF Francis Clark renewables team on our geothermal
development at the Eden Project. The breadth of their
offering is impressive, from financial modelling and advice on
grant funding applications to helping us secure institutional
funding from a choice of investors. They have been on hand
to give valuable and informed perspective on our strategic
choices and continue to give us every support."

RICHARD DAY
CHAIRMAN, EDEN GEOTHERMAL L IMITED
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HYDRO

Advised the shareholders of Yorkshire
Hydropower Holdings Ltd on disposal
of 100% interest in Kirkthorpe

CORE LLP
Undertook due diligence on three
solar farms

Legal adviser: Burges Salmon
YHHL built two of the three largest hydropower stations
in England this century. The projects were sold to John
Laing Environmental Assets Group (UK) Limited (JLEN) in
a transaction which completed on 18 July 2019 following a
process which commenced earlier that year.
Lead advisers for the transaction, Richard Harris and Andy
Thornhill from PKF Francis Clark, worked closely with the
board and management of YHHL to approach the market and
receive offers from a number of potential acquirers. JLEN
were selected as the preferred party after reviewing offers
from leading parties.
Richard Harris at PKF Francis Clark commented, "This was
a unique opportunity due to the scale of the hydro assets
alongside a co-located battery, which resulted in a number of
competitive offers from a wide range of UK and international
investors."
"These amazing sites will be generating throughout the rest
of the 21st century (at least). In addition, Thrybergh was the
first commercial battery co-located with hydropower and
therefore represents another ground breaking milestone for
the industry. PKF Francis Clark conducted a comprehensive
and efficient process for YHHL, which resulted in a very large
amount of interest."

MARK SIMON
DIRECTOR, YHHL

Community Owned Renewable Energy LLP (CORE Partners) is
a £40m investment programme targeting operational, ground
mounted solar farms in England, with the principal objective
of turning these into community owned assets, whilst
maximising the financial, environmental and social impact
within the community.
The PKF Francis Clark team provided due diligence services
(finance and tax) in connection with the acquisition of three
solar farms with a combined capacity of 12MW. Core Partners
aim to transfer all three into full community ownership over
the next three years.
The team are busy advising on subsidy free solar from both
a fundraising (on behalf of developers for the build out of
projects) and also landowner perspective. In the South West
a number of our clients are being contacted by developers
looking for the roll out of utility scale projects. It is key to
ensure that landowners are getting the best advice at an early
stage in respect to the commercial terms on offer and the
financial planning required.

ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE

YORKSHIRE HYDROPOWER
HOLDINGS LTD (YHHL)

SOLAR

"It’s great to work on projects which have a positive impact
on the climate change agenda but also ones that facilitate
a benefit to the local communities. Solar will be key going
forward in terms of the UK meeting its greenhouse
gas emissions net zero target by 2050."

ROB GEAR
CORPORATE FINANCE DIRECTOR
PKF FRANCIS CLARK
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WIND

ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE

EQUITIX WITH BLACKROCK
WIND AND SOLAR PORTFOLIO

GREENCOAT CAPITAL
WITH DOUGLAS WEST

Advised Equitix on the acquisition and
refinance of a 51 MW portfolio of five
operating wind farms and one solar park
in the U.K

Advised on acquisition of 45 MW subsidy
free wind farm from Blue Energy
Legal adviser: Allen & Overy

Legal advisers: A
 llen & Overy and
Linklaters
Equitix is an investor, developer and long-term fund manager
of core infrastructure and energy-efficiency assets. Focussing
on small to mid-cap infrastructure projects located in the UK
and Europe, it has acquired 270 core infrastructure projects
since the firm’s inception in 2007, and raised £4.7 billion of
equity.

Greencoat UK Wind PLC further expanded its portfolio with
the acquisition of the unbuilt Douglas West wind farm near
Lanark in Scotland. Douglas West will be subsidy free and
cost £45m to construct, which will be paid out of UK Wind’s
cash flow. Blue Energy, the vendor, and Natural Power will
oversee the construction work.

The PKF Francis Clark team advised Equitix on the acquisition
and refinance of the Blackrock portfolio which comprised
the 5 MW Goonhilly FiT-accredited PV park; and the 12 MW
Goonhilly, 10 MW Sancton Hill, 10 MW St. Breock, 8 MW
Ramsey II and 6 MW South Sharpley wind farms.

The acquisition will be the second of a wind-farm without
government subsidies known as Renewable Obligation
Certificates. Once up and running Douglas West will increase
Greencoat UK Wind’s generating capacity to 910MW.

"We have demonstrated a strong track record in our
ownership and management of a wide range of infrastructure
assets and, as such, we’re pleased to be further consolidating
our capabilities and adding these assets to our institutional
investment portfolios."

HUGH CROSSLEY
CIO, EQUITIX

"This was one of the first acquisitions of unsubsidised
onshore wind in the UK. Since then, we have seen increasing
transactional activity and evidence of increased development
activity pointing to a growing new market segment for
onshore wind post subsidy in the UK. We are uniquely
placed as a team to advise land owners, developers and
potential owners of subsidy free wind having led a number
of these pioneering transactions and having a deep sector
knowledge."

ANDY THORNHILL
CORPORATE FINANCE DIRECTOR
PKF FRANCIS CLARK
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THRIVE RENEWABLES

Advised on the collaboration between
Kilmac and Muirhall Energy to deliver
the 42MW Glen Ullinish Wind Farm

Disposal of a 13 MW operating
wind farm portfolio to Equitix

Legal adviser: Addleshaw Goddard

Kilmac Construction, one of Scotland’s leading civil
engineering and renewable energy contractors, is working
with Muirhall Energy, a leading independent developer of
renewable energy projects, to deliver the first subsidy-free
onshore wind development project on Skye.
The Glen Ullinish Wind Farm is located to the south-east
of Dunvegan on the Isle of Skye close to the operational
wind farms at Ben Aketil and Edinbane. The development
will be able to generate 42MW of power, enough electricity
to supply 23,000 homes per year. The Highland Council’s
recent granting of planning consent is a significant
development for the island with many economic and social
benefits. The area will benefit from a community investment
fund of £250,000 per year, while a yearly payment will also
be allocated to the entire Isle of Skye. This will be worth
£6.25m over the course of the project.
PKF Francis Clark acted as lead financial and commercial
advisers to the shareholders on the transaction which,
subject to further planning enhancements on the project, is
hoped to be constructed as the first subsidy free onshore
wind project on the Isle of Skye.
"Kilmac deserve enormous credit for the role they have
played in the development of this project and particularly in
preparing it for life in a post-subsidy world."

RICHARD HARRIS
CORPORATE FINANCE DIRECTOR
PKF FRANCIS CLARK

Legal advisers: Pinsent Masons
(corporate) and
TLT (property)

PKF Francis Clark acted as lead advisers to Thrive
Renewables plc, the renewable energy investment company,
on the sale of two operational onshore windfarms. The
windfarms totalling 13MW were sold to infrastructure fund
manager Equitix. The multi-million pound deal has enabled
Thrive to continue to build new renewable energy capacity
in the UK. The two wind farms will continue to produce clean,
green electricity under the new ownership.
PKF Francis Clark worked with the Thrive team to formulate
and realise their strategy of taking advantage of current high
market valuations for operational onshore wind projects to
release equity to invest in further new cost-effective, small
to medium commercial scale solar, wind, hydro and other
clean energy projects. Its aim is to continue delivering
rewarding shareholder returns alongside a significant positive
environmental impact. The PKF Francis Clark team undertook
the disposal process, negotiation, deal structuring and
managing the due diligence process.

ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE

KILMAC WITH MUIRHALL ENERGY

"We are actively enabling shareholders to realise some of
the gains that their assets have achieved, while also freeing
up money to invest in new renewable energy capacity and
increase the positive impact of our business. The corporate
finance team at PKF Francis Clark played an integral part in
the success of this sale."

MATTHEW CLAYTON
MANAGING DIRECTOR, THRIVE
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ENERGY & INFRASTRUCTURE

THE RESILIENCE CENTRE
Advised on the acquisition and refinance of
an operational community turbine

Advised TRIG on the acquisition of the
25MW Little Raith wind farm from Kennedy
Renewables

Legal adviser: Burges Salmon

Legal advisers: CMS and Pinsent Masons

Funder: SASC
The Resilience Centre are a social purpose business who
assist landowners, developers, communities and businesses
by delivering practical, economic, sustainable solutions to
increase resilience to the effects of climate change and
resource depletion.
The acquisition of a 500kW wind turbine in the Forest
of Dean is the second addition to a community owned
renewables portfolio which distributes 4% of its turnover to
help address community needs and future challenges. This
is in addition to the environmental benefits of local energy
generation from a renewable resource.
Bob Meier, Corporate Finance Director, PKF Francis Clark,
led the acquisition which was funded through Social
and Sustainable Capital (SASC), a fund manager whose
investments support the most vulnerable or disadvantaged.
"We’re delighted to invest in another community energy
project that will benefit individuals and families in fuel
poverty. Since legislation defining Community Benefit
Societies changed in 2014, the way projects are funded has
become more flexible and more community energy projects
are being funded by social investment. We expect this will
continue to grow as more community groups recognise that
social investment can provide the much-needed finance to
get them started."

BEN RICK
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SASC
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THE RENEWABLES
INFRASTRUCTURE GROUP (TRIG)

The Renewables Infrastructure Group (TRIG) is a large
British investment trust dedicated to investments in assets
generating electricity from renewable sources. Established in
2013, the FTSE 250 company invests in a diversified portfolio
of renewable energy infrastructure assets in the UK and
Europe, with a focus on operating projects.
TRIG’s portfolio comprises over 70 assets in the UK, France,
Ireland, Sweden and Germany and includes wind farms, solar
projects and one battery storage asset with a total aggregate
generating capacity in excess of 1.5GW.
The PKF Francis Clark team advised TRIG on acquiring a
100% interest in Little Raith Wind, a 25MW operational wind
farm located in Fife, Scotland, from local developer Kennedy
Renewables. The project consists of nine 2.75MW GE
turbines and GE will continue to provide full-scope operations
and maintenance services.
The project, which was acquired ungeared, represents
approximately 3% of TRIG's portfolio. The investment was
financed from the Company's cash resources following its
recent fund raise.

TA R G E T N E T Z E R O
Renewable electricity schemes have kept the PKF Francis Clark Energy and Infrastructure team exceptionally
busy this year where the scarcity premium on operational, subsidised projects has led to a thriving secondary
market particularly in onshore wind, solar, anaerobic digestion and hydro with the original developers and
funders exiting to longer term owners who bring scale and cheaper capital, driving up valuations.
PRIMARY MARKET FOCUSSED ON POST SUBSIDY
PROJECTS
Much of the primary market is now focussed on post subsidy
projects with interest in, for instance, post subsidy onshore
wind projects accelerating rapidly. Where once there was a
handful of interested parties in consented, pre-construction
projects there is now a long line of parties and innovative
approaches to the initial funding model. These are often
equity financed construction, with debt and corporate
PPAs no longer necessarily the route to the cheapest, most
competitive finance in the current market. Three main
challenges remain for projects in the South West - restrictions
on the planning regime in England, the growing scale of
turbines needed to drive the lowest average build costs
(making planning considerations more challenging), and the
availability of a cost effective grid connection.
The post subsidy solar PV market is similarly igniting. Often
the primary development constraint is the availability of a
cost effective grid connection, so at present much of the
activity is in securing land and grid connection options, but
we can expect more of these schemes to enter the public
planning system soon and become better known - some of
them located near other energy sites to use existing grid
connections efficiently, or larger sites cutting into the higher
voltage networks and defraying the cost of substantial grid
connection investment across more megawatts of generation.
Co-location to manage grid will be a growing theme - not
only solar PV being installed around existing wind sites
for instance, but also battery deployments at generation
sites - one of the hydro projects sold this year had a large
operational battery co-located and trading successfully
partially drawing its charging load from the co-located
hydroelectric station.
A DRIVE TO DECARBONISING ENERGY

In the energy world we can expect some strategic direction
on one of the thorniest issues - how to move our heating
system away from fossil gas. There are trials of some heat
networks deploying hydrogen rather than fossil gas, as well
as a growing number of projects seeking to replace fossil
gas with renewable biomethane plants on the gas grid.
The latter of these may be further boosted by the use of
compressed biomethane as a transport fuel and through the
growing expectation of the government mandating sourceseparated foodwaste collections as were recently proposed
for Cornwall. For the right plants this points towards growing
and diversified markets as well as a greater abundance of
potential feedstocks, which should drive valuations and
potentially another wave of new build projects.
Whichever way the Government points on decarbonising
heat, it is likely to drive further demand for renewable
electricity - whether for heat pumps for domestic space
heating or to fuel the production of hydrogen which can
require substantial electricity input.
Captured in the right way, and with the required investment
in grid infrastructure, the above should point towards
substantial opportunities for the South West - more
requirement for renewable electricity plants, a booming
secondary market for those that are built, substantial growth
and diversification in renewable heat and transport which will
drive further demand even as older plants are repowered.

BOB MEIER
CORPORATE FINANCE DIRECTOR
bob.meier@pkf-francisclark.co.uk

The largest development expected next year though is an
acceleration towards decarbonising other aspects of the
energy infrastructure, particularly heat and transport. With the
prospect of political stability for a period and a recent Queen’s
speech committing the Government to moving towards net
zero by 2050 the implications of this cannot be overstated.
Every business in the South West that uses fossil fuels in
its business - whether in production, transport or even just
heating a workspace - is likely to have that use of fossil fuels
challenged or made prohibitive within a period of time that may
be only one or two capex cycles away for some businesses.
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C O R P O R AT E F I N A N C E - F E A S I B I L I T Y S T U D I E S
GAINING PERSPECTIVE - THE IMPORTANCE IN UNDERSTANDING ALL TRANSACTIONAL OPTIONS

For many business owners the day to day running of their business often overtakes the chance
to take a step back and think about the future, both for them personally and for their business.
Often a big decision, such as the sale of a business, management buy-out or seeking third party funding, can seem an
overwhelming and complex exercise. Many business owners baulk at the time and money that may need to be invested in the
process without learning what the outcome could entail.
However, it is important to take time to consider all options, the potential outcomes from decisions and to understand the
preparation required to deliver them.
How can a business owner make the right informed decision?
A feasibility study is a relatively light-touch, but tailored, process
that provides an overview of a company and is, in itself, a very
useful and informative process for a business to undertake. It
can highlight potential opportunities and challenges that allow a
business owner, with minimal stress or commitment, to discern the
pros and cons of undertaking a transaction; be it a sale, acquisition,
management buy-out or raising finance.
What is a feasibility study?

A feasibility study can help:
• consider the key objectives and aspirations of
the business owner and/or wider shareholders
• assess a range of potential transaction options
available to the company and shareholders
• evaluate respective advantages and
disadvantages of the options
• identify potential obstacles that may impede
success

The feasibility study looks at the different routes a business owner
could take to realise their objectives including looking at funding,
valuation, structure and tax considerations. These can focus on a
specific transaction or look at wider options.

• draw conclusions on certain matters and
suggest solutions to overcome particular issues

What does it involve?
An initial meeting with a member of the Corporate Finance team to discuss objectives and access to management information,
such as accounts and latest forecasts, and assistance with providing background information. This will result in the business
owner being presented with a document setting out various options to help decide next steps.

FEASIBILITY STUDY

1

Understand
objective

DECISION PROCESS

2

Establish
options

3

Consider pros
and cons

4

Summary of finance
structure/tax
considerations

TIME

Exiting and funding options
• Trade sale (full or partial exit)
• Family succession
• Management buy-out (MBO)

• Employee ownership trust (EOT)
• Funding - debt, equity, grants

Enhancing the value in a business
Carrying out a feasibility review provides an opportunity to identify issues and resolve
them before a transactional process is underway, thereby enhancing the value of the
business. Even if the decision is to do nothing, this is an informed decision based upon
our understanding of all the factors involved.
If you have a better understanding of the process, the outcomes, financial and tax
implications, there is an enhanced likelihood of minimising deal issues, resulting in a
successful outcome.
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Undertake
transaction
Commence
planning for future
transaction
Do nothing
(but be informed)

An opportunity to
“identify
issues and

resolve them before
a transactional process
is underway, thereby
enhancing the value
of the business.

”

PKF FRANCIS CLARK
I N T E R AC T I V E W O R K S H O P S
For many entrepreneurs, their primary focus is on driving their business forwards on a day to day basis and they will only
occasionally undertake major transactions or funding events.
Consequently, with economic uncertainty and changes in capital tax rates, there is a real risk for many business owners that
they are not fully aware of changes that will affect them - even to the extent that their overall succession and retirement
options and outcomes may be fundamentally different to their expectations. We also recognise that the process of a
transaction (and what’s changed in recent times) may be unfamiliar to many people unless they regularly complete deals.
We have therefore developed a series of workshops that run through a range of topics covering the following:
• Valuing your business and understanding the factors that affect it
• Assessing a trade offer
•Raising development finance involving private equity and/or structured debt
• Succession planning
• Alternatives to the 100% trade sale
• Management buy-outs - what they entail to your MBO team and also when selling to an MBO team
These morning events work through case studies in a relaxed ‘round table’ environment enabling entrepreneurs and/or
management teams to discuss and raise questions about topics without having to talk about their own circumstances,
thereby maintaining confidentiality about their own plans.

This year we are planning to run workshops in:

BRISTOL | EXETER | LONDON | PLYMOUTH | POOLE | TAUNTON | TRURO

W H AT O U R D E L E G AT E S S AY. . .
“This was quite simply the best planned, structured
and delivered workshop I have ever attended.”
“Very useful, informative.”
“Was fast paced, hence we learned a lot in
a short amount of time!”
“Very good mix of case study and talking around
issues.”
“Excellent interactive sessions and great to meet real
debt and equity funders.”
If you are interested in attending one of our workshops or
you would like us to tailor one to your own circumstances,
please do not hesitate to contact Claire Vis-Bulmer at:
claire.vis-bulmer@pkf-francisclark.co.uk
ANDREW KILLICK
H E A D O F C O R P O R AT E F I N A N C E
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WE’RE HERE
TO H E L P YO U
MAKE THE LEAP
Everyone has ambitions for their business. They can feel
pretty big and scary, which is why it’s good to share the
journey with a partner who can help make them happen.
As the biggest accountancy and business advice firm
in the region, with more than 700 experts across eight
offices, we love to work with businesses with ambition.
pkf-francisclark.co.uk

SHAREDAMBITION
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